Crop loading studies on ‘Caricia’ and ‘Eva’ apples grown in a mild winter area
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ABSTRACT: The crop load level of an apple (Malus × domestica Borkh.) tree impacts fruit yield and quality parameters, tree vigor and biennial bearing. The optimal crop load is that which allows for consistent annual cropping and fruit quality acceptable to the market. We evaluated the effect of crop load on yield and fruit quality of two low-chill apples cv. ‘Caricia’ and ‘Eva’, growing in a mild winter area. During 2010 and 2011 crop load was manually adjusted from 2 or 3 to 17 fruits cm⁻² of trunk cross-sectional area (TCSA). Fruit yield was positively related to crop load in both cultivars but mean fruit weight diminished as the crop load increased. For both cultivars, the production of non-commercial and small-sized fruit increased, whereas production of middle-sized fruit diminished as the crop load increased. Shoot length was not affected by crop load in ‘Eva’ whereas it was reduced in ‘Caricia’. Red skin color (RSC %) had a quadratic response to crop load in ‘Caricia’. On the other hand, the RSC % of ‘Eva’ fruit was adjusted to a negative logarchimic model as an effect of crop load increment. No biennial bearing was observed in either cultivar. This research study suggests that the maximum limit of crop load for both cultivars is 7 fruits cm⁻² of TCSA, and the lower limit of crop load was 3 fruits cm⁻² of TCSA for ‘Eva’ and 5 fruits cm⁻² of TCSA for ‘Caricia’.
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Introduction

Under adequate chilling accumulation, suitable conditions for foraging of pollinating insects, and good agro-technical practices, fruit trees usually produce a larger number of fruits than they can support for high-quality fruit yield (Stover, 2000). For high-yield apple (Malus domestica) cultivars, this means that all flowers of an inflorescence may set fruits and some of them will have poor fresh commercial quality. Therefore, fruit thinning is an agronomical practice widely used to reduce crop load in order to obtain consistent high yield and quality (Dennis Jr., 2000; Link, 2000; Wertheim, 2000). However, a major difficulty of thinning is to find the optimal thinning intensity.

For the fresh market, the main fruit quality attributes that affect consumers’ preferences are appearance, including both fruit size and skin fruit color, and eating quality (Iglesias et al., 2008, 2012). All of these fruit quality attributes are negatively affected by increased crop load, and therefore the economic value of the crop (Embree et al., 2007; Link, 2000; Meland, 2009; Treder, 2008, 2010; Wright et al., 2006). A sub-optimal crop load will result in low yields and increased tree vigor (Inglese et al., 2002).

Whereas crop loads above the optimal level will result in low quality fruit (e.g.: small size, poor red coverage, low flesh firmness), and biennial cropping in some varieties such as ‘Honeyscrisp’, ‘Fuji’ or ‘Elstar’ (Embree et al., 2007; Hampson and Kemp, 2003). The optimal crop load is that which delivers consistent annual cropping and fruit quality acceptable to the market.

Two low-chill cultivars, ‘Eva’ and ‘Caricia’, are widely grown varieties in the mild winter areas of America, Africa and Asia (Pommer and Barbosa, 2009). Numerous studies have been published on the yield behavior of these cultivars in areas where there is a lack of chilling (Chagas et al., 2012), as well as on their response to artificial dormancy release [Cruz Jr. and Ayub, 2002; Roberto et al., 2006]. However, no studies have been published on the optimal crop load that will deliver regular annual cropping and fresh marketable fruit quality. Furthermore, apple cultivars that are growing in chill-deficient areas may fail to produce high quality fruits because the temperature regime can affect bud break, fruit set, fruit growth and ripening (Hauagge and Cummins, 2001).

The objective of this study was to determine the optimal crop load for obtaining high yield, good fruit quality, and moderate vegetative growth, without producing biennial bearing, in the ‘Eva’ and ‘Caricia’ apple cultivars.

Materials and Methods

Plant material

Three experiments were carried out in 2010 and 2011, using Apple trees (Malus × domestica Borkh.) grafted onto ‘M.9 EMLA’ rootstocks. The cultivars chosen were ‘Eva’ [IAPAR-75 ‘Anna’ × ‘Gala’] and ‘Caricia’ [IAPAR-77 ‘Anna’ × ‘Prima’], well adapted to regions with 100 to 500 CU [chilling units according to the UTAH model]. Both cultivars originate from an apple breeding program at IAPAR, a government research institution in Brazil, and released in 1995 (Hauagge and Cummins, 2001). ‘Eva’ has a middle-sized and bicolored fruit (resembles ‘Gala’) that is harvested in late December (early season) under our climatic conditions. The tree has a compact growth, semi-spur habit, and high fruit set even on one year old wood (Hauagge and
Cummins, 2001). ‘Caricia’ resembles ‘Prima’ but is larger and redder and has an uneven ripening, the tree is vigorous and with a spur growth habit (Hauagge and Cummins, 2001). The mean harvest date of this cultivar is early January [early season], under our climatic conditions.

The trees were planted 4 × 2 m apart (1,250 trees ha−1) during the year 2006 in a commercial orchard located near Santa Fe, Argentina [31°32′58″ S; 60°40′36″ O; 18 m a.s.l.]; trained as horizontal palmette system with east-west orientation, and supplied with supplementary drip irrigation. Chilling hour accumulation (< 7.0 °C) was 336 in 2010, and 342 during 2011.

**Experiments 1 (year 2010) and 2 (year 2011)**

In both experiments, crop load was adjusted by hand thinning to obtain different crop load treatments, from 3 to 17 fruits cm−2 of TCSA [trunk cross sectional area] for ‘Eva’, and from 2 to 12 fruits per unit of TCSA for ‘Caricia’ (Tables 1 and 2). For both cultivars one tree per crop load level was used. Before hand thinning, the TCSA of each tree was calculated from a circumference measurement taken 20 cm above the graft union. Fruit thinning was performed at stage 72 of the BBCH scale (Meier et al., 1994), which corresponds to fruit with an average equatorial diameter of 20 mm [about 30 days after full bloom].

We evaluated the relationship between crop load and percentage of red skin color [RSC %], mean fruit weight [g] and total yield [kg per tree]. We also evaluated the relationship between crop load and yield [kg per tree] of fruits in three size categories [Noncommercial fruits: < 61 mm of equatorial diameter. Small-sized fruits: 61-70 mm of equatorial diameter. Middle-sized fruits: 70-80 mm of equatorial diameter]. None of the cultivars produce fruit with an average caliper greater than 80 mm. Noncommercial fruits cannot be sold in the fresh market and must be directed to industry, with lower prices. Small-sized fruits sell at intermediate prices and middle-sized fruits are sold at higher prices in the fresh market if the RSC exceeds 40 % from bicolor cultivars such as ‘Eva’ and 70 % from red cultivars such as ‘Caricia’.

RSC was quantified visually using a rating scale [0 %, 25 %, 50 %, 75 %, and 100 %] based on the average of over-color covering fruit surface. For both cultivars fruit maturity was determined by a starch index ranging from 1 [immature] to 9 [over mature] according to the starch-iodine chart published by Bouzo and Gariglio (2013). Thus, the starch index for ‘Caricia’ fruits at harvest was 5.0 ± 2.0 and for ‘Eva’ fruits was 8.5 ± 0.6. Furthermore, the mean fruit firmness of ‘Caricia’ fruits was 81.5 N and of ‘Eva’ fruits was 77.2 N at harvest. This means that ‘Caricia’ fruits were mature and ‘Eva’ fruits were over-maturing at harvest.

Forty-eight trees of each variety were used in a completely randomized statistical design (CRD), with one replication per crop load level. The experimental unit was a single tree and the experiment was repeated during 2010 and 2011 using the same crop load interval. According to Montgomery and Runger (2003), any regression model can be fitted using ‘n’ pairs of observations. In our experiments each of these pairs was composed of crop load (of a given tree) as an independent

![Table 1 - Effect of crop load on average fruit weight, diameter, shape, red skin color, total yield, yield of noncommercial fruits, yield of small-sized fruits and yield of middle-sized fruits for 'Caricia' apple. Data from experiments 1 and 2 are shown pooled because there were no significant differences between years. (TCSA: trunk cross-sectional area, RSC: Red skin color, MSE: Mean square error, CL: crop load).](image)
variable and each evaluated parameter as dependent variables, as reported by Elfving and Schechter (1993), Reginato et al. (2007) and Volz (1988).

Non-linear and linear regression models were selected by the minimization of the mean squared error, Bayesian (BIC) and Akaike (AIC) information criteria. The models were fitted using Infostat software [InfoStat Statistical Software version 2013]. Normality and homoscedasticity were tested graphically (Q-Q plot, and residuals vs. predictors plot, respectively). The threshold level of significance was \( p \leq 0.05 \).

**Experiment 3**

During the year 2011, an additional group of trees (40 trees) of each variety was manually thinned to obtain crop load treatments of 2, 3, 4, 5 and 7 fruits cm\(^{-2}\) of TCSA.

In this trial, vegetative growth was evaluated by measuring the length [cm] of the vegetative shoots for each treatment at 30 and 60 days before fruit harvest, and 60 days after harvest. Fifteen vegetative shoots per tree randomly selected at 1.5 m above soil surface from both sides of the canopy, were measured. Return to bloom of each treatment was evaluated the following spring by determining initial fruit set (number of fruitlets cm\(^{-2}\) TCSA) on each individual tree before natural fruit drop.

A sample of ten fruits selected randomly from both sides of the canopy and from each tree at harvest was used to measure fruit firmness [N] and soluble solid content \([^oBrix]\) [internal fruit quality]. Fruit firmness was determined using a handheld pressure gauge with an 11mm probe [McCormick Fruit Tech FT 327, Yakima, USA] and soluble solids content was determined with portable thermo-compensated refractometer. For both cultivars the maturity of fruits was determined by the starch index ranging from 1 (immature) to 9 [over mature] as reported by Bouzo and Gariglio (2013).

The experiment was a 2 \( \times \) 5 factorial in a CRD. The experimental unit was a single tree and eight replications per combination were used. Shoot length, return to bloom and internal fruit quality were analyzed with general linear models (GLM) adjusted by the lme function of the nlme package (R Core Team 2014), using InfoStat’s interface [InfoStat Statistical Software version 2013]. The threshold level of significance was \( p \leq 0.05 \).

Where GLMs were significant, mean separation was performed using the Di Rienzo, Guzmán and Casanoves [DGC] test [Di Rienzo et al., 2002]. Normality and homoscedasticity were tested graphically [Q-Q plot, and residuals vs. predictors plot, respectively]. Variance structure was modeled using either the varIdent function or the varexp function of the nlme package of R. Since shoot length data is longitudinal and does not meet the independence assumption, the correlation between successive measurements of shoot growth was modeled using the corCompSymm compound symmetry function of the R nlme package.
Results

Fruit size (weight and diameter) and shape

Fruit size decreased as crop load increased for both varieties (Tables 1 and 2) and only the effect of cultivar was significant (p < 0.05) on fruit weight and mean fruit diameter. The relationship between fruit weight and crop load was adjusted to a decreasing logarithmic model. Since the relationship between both variables was similar in 2010 and 2011 (p > 0.05), data for experiments 1 and 2 were pooled for each cultivar. For ‘Caricia’ moderate fruit mass was obtained up to 7 fruits cm⁻² TCSA (Table 1). Fruit mass of ‘Eva’ was lower than for ‘Caricia’, and in the first cultivar, fruit weight was very low with crop loads up to 5-6 fruits cm⁻² TCSA (Table 2).

As was found with mean fruit weight, the relationship between mean fruit diameter and crop load was adjusted to a decreasing logarithmic model (Tables 1 and 2). Mean fruit diameter of ‘Caricia’ was greater than 61 mm throughout the crop load range (3-12 fruits cm⁻² TCSA) (Table 1). In contrast, for ‘Eva’ the mean fruit diameter was less than 61 mm when crop load was over 9 fruits cm⁻² TCSA (Table 2). Thus, the threshold crop load required to produce fresh marketable fruits in ‘Eva’ was in the range of 7 to 9 fruits cm⁻² TCSA. On the contrary, diameter was not a constraint for fresh fruit marketing of ‘Caricia’ apples in the range of crop load tested.

Fruit shape was unaffected by crop load for both cultivars (p > 0.05) (Tables 1 and 2). However, ‘Eva’ fruits were lengthened (fruit shape ≥ 0.90) and ‘Caricia’ fruits were irregular (0.90 ≥ fruit shape ≥ 0.80).

Yield of non-commercial, small- and middle-sized fruits as related to crop load

For both cultivars, the number of non-commercial and small-sized fruits increased, whereas the number of middle-sized fruits diminished with the increase of crop load (Tables 1 and 2). The yield of non-commercial fruits of ‘Eva’ increased from 3 to 14.6 kg per tree when crop load was increased from 3 to 12 fruits cm⁻² TCSA (Table 2). ‘Caricia’, in contrast, had a smaller increase in non-commercial fruit production (from 1.6 to 6.4 kg per tree) in the same crop load range (Table 1).

Production of small-sized fruits increased more markedly in ‘Eva’ (Table 2) than in ‘Caricia’ (Table 1) as crop load was raised from 3 to 8 fruits cm⁻² TCSA. Production of middle-sized fruits was less sensitive to increases in crop load in ‘Eva’ than in ‘Caricia’. Yield of middle-sized apples in ‘Eva’ decreased by 1.7 kg per tree, whereas in ‘Caricia’ it decreased by 3.6 kg per tree under increasing crop loads in the range of 2-12 fruits cm⁻² TCSA.

In relative terms, the decrease in middle-sized fruits under increasing crop load in ‘Caricia’ (48 to 18%) was compensated for by an increase in small-sized fruits (41 to 66%) in the crop load range between 3 to 8 fruits cm⁻² TCSA. Conversely, the proportion of non-commercial fruits remained relatively low and stable (11 to 16%) in the same crop load range. In ‘Eva’, in contrast, the marked decrease in the percentage of middle-sized fruits under increasing crop load (from 17 to 3%) was largely compensated by an increase in the percentage of non-commercial fruits (21 to 38%), whereas small-sized fruits remained at about 60%.

Total fruit yield

Fruit yield increased with rise in crop load (p ≤ 0.05), although there were differences between both cultivars (Tables 1 and 2). The relationship between both variables was modeled with a logarithmic function for ‘Eva’ (Table 2), and with an exponential function for ‘Caricia’ (Table 1). In the range of 3-12 fruits cm⁻² TCSA, the yield of ‘Eva’ was, on average, 10% higher than that of ‘Caricia’ (Tables 1 and 2). Both cultivars increased their yield with crop load in the range of 3 to 9 fruits cm⁻² TCSA, although this increase was much higher in ‘Eva’ than for ‘Caricia’ (Tables 1 and 2). Since the minimum fruit diameter for fresh marketing in Argentina is 61 mm, the adjustment of crop load in order to obtain the greatest potential fruit size for ‘Eva’ would result in a theoretical loss of 15.5 kg per tree (Table 2).

Red skin coverage (RSC %)

The RSC % was affected (p ≤ 0.05) by crop load for ‘Caricia’ and ‘Eva’ fruits (Table 1 and 2). For ‘Caricia’, RSC % presented a quadratic response to crop load increase. Thus, RSC % had a maximum value of 75% at 7 fruits cm⁻² TCSA (Table 1) and no significant differences between extreme crop loads were found. For ‘Eva’ the RSC % exhibited a negative logarithmic response to increases in crop load, and was higher than 40% between 3 and 17 fruits cm⁻² TCSA (Table 2).

Internal fruit quality

No effect of crop load or cultivar on fruit firmness was found (p > 0.05) (Table 3). Fruit soluble solid content was higher (p = 0.001; r² = 0.71) for ‘Eva’ than for ‘Caricia’ (14.3 vs. 13.3%). The starch pattern index was lower for ‘Caricia’ than for ‘Eva’ (p = 0.001; r² = 0.58) indicating that the maturity was advanced for the latter (Table 3).

Shoot length

For the ‘Caricia’ variety, the length of current season vegetative shoots varied with the crop load. An interaction between the effect of crop load and the effect of the length of the growing season (p = 0.001; r² = 0.60) was also found. Sixty days before harvest, shoot length was unaffected by crop load (Figure 1A). Nonetheless, shoot length decreased due to the effect of crop load in the two later measurements, and mainly when crop load was above 5 fruits cm⁻² of TCSA (Figure 1A). Shoot length decreased by about 40% at 5 fruits cm⁻² compared to the lower fruit load treatments (Figure 1A). The length of current season vegetative shoots of ‘Eva’
trees was not affected by crop load (2 to 7 fruits cm$^{-2}$ TCSA) in any of the sampling dates ($p > 0.05$); therefore, shoot length varied only with the length of the growing season within a given crop load range ($p = 0.03; r^2 = 0.50$) (Figure 1B).

**Return to bloom**

Neither flowering intensity nor initial fruit set in the following growing season were affected by crop load ($p > 0.05$). However, initial fruit set was higher for ‘Eva’ than for ‘Caricia’ (Table 3).

**Discussion**

Fruit size, yield of the three fruit size categories, and total fruit yield were all affected by crop load, although there were differences between cultivars. Most studies on apples have found negative correlation between mean fruit weight and crop load (Elfving and Schechter, 1993; Embree et al., 2007; Wright et al., 2006). This is due to the fact that fruit size is mainly determined by the number of cells per fruit and their subsequent enlargement (Harada et al., 2005), and both factors are affected by the competition for carbon between developing fruits as crop load increases (Ho, 1992). In the Argentinean apple fresh market, only fruits with diameter up to 61 mm can be sold (SENASA, 1983). However, middle-sized fruits (70-80 mm in diameter) are the most in demand and thus attract the highest prices.

For ‘Eva’ a crop load in excess of 7 fruits cm$^{-2}$ TCSA will produce a large amount of non-commercial fruits, and reduce crop profitability. On the other hand, the average diameter is not a limitation for marketing of ‘Caricia’ fruits, although a crop load higher than 7 fruits cm$^{-2}$ TCSA will reduce the amount of middle-sized fruits. The different effects of crop load on yield distribution of the three fruit size categories observed for both varieties can be explained in terms of a genotype effect (Link, 2000; Volz, 1988).

In our study, mean fruit size of ‘Caricia’ was greater than for ‘Eva’ regardless of crop load, which suggests a greater genetic potential for fruit size of the first cultivar, and this difference has also been reported previously (Chagas et al., 2012). On the other hand, the adjustment

---

**Table 3** − Effect of crop load treatment on fruit starch pattern index, fruit firmness, fruit soluble solid content and return to bloom. Data from experiment 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cultivar</th>
<th>Crop load$^1$</th>
<th>Starch Pattern Index$^2$</th>
<th>Fruit Firmness (N)</th>
<th>Soluble solid content (%)</th>
<th>Return to bloom$^3$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Caricia</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5.9 b</td>
<td>80.6</td>
<td>13.2 b</td>
<td>8.7 b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5.6 b</td>
<td>81.9</td>
<td>13.3 b</td>
<td>8.4 b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6.1 b</td>
<td>81.0</td>
<td>13.2 b</td>
<td>9.0 b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5.9 b</td>
<td>79.3</td>
<td>13.2 b</td>
<td>9.7 b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5.8 b</td>
<td>79.6</td>
<td>13.4 b</td>
<td>10.2 b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7.6 a</td>
<td>79.3</td>
<td>14.3 a</td>
<td>15.9 a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8.1 a</td>
<td>79.7</td>
<td>14.2 a</td>
<td>16.1 a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eva</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8.3 a</td>
<td>79.5</td>
<td>14.3 a</td>
<td>16.0 a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8.8 a</td>
<td>79.0</td>
<td>14.4 a</td>
<td>17.3 a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7.7 a</td>
<td>79.2</td>
<td>14.4 a</td>
<td>16.5 a</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^1$expressed as fruit cm$^{-2}$ of trunk cross-sectional area (TCSA); $^2$Iodine starch test (1-9), where 1 = immature and 9 = over mature; $^3$Initial fruit set in the following season, expressed as fruitlets cm$^{-2}$ of (TCSA) before natural fruit drop; *indicate significant at $p = 0.05$; NS, and ***indicate not significant or significant at $p = 0.001$; Different letters in the same column represent differences ($p < 0.05$; Di Rienzo, Guzmán and Casanoves (DGC) test).
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**Figure 1** − Effect of crop load (x axis) and the time of the growing season on the vegetative shoot length (y axis) of ‘Caricia’ and ‘Eva’ apples. A - correspond to cv. ‘Caricia’. B - correspond to cv. ‘Eva’. Dissimilar letters indicate difference ($p < 0.05$) by Di Rienzo, Guzmán and Casanoves (DGC) test. (60 DBFH: 60 days before fruit harvest. 30 DBFH: 30 days before fruit harvest. 60 DAFH: 60 days after fruit harvest). Data from Experiment 3.
of regression models e.g.: exponential, logarithmic, etc) between cultivars of total yield, non-commercial and small-sized fruit production curves indicates a significant cultivar x crop load interaction effect on these variables, in agreement with the data reported by Link (2000).

Changes in non-commercial and small-sized fruit production in response to increasing crop load observed in ‘Caricia’ are consistent with reports for other cultivars which bear moderately large to large fruits, such as ‘Estar’, ‘Golden Delicious’ and ‘Jonagold’ (Link, 2000). In contrast, the increases in the production of non-commercial fruits observed for ‘Eva’ with the increase of crop load was similar to that reported for the ‘Gala’ cultivar [Volz, 1988], which is prone to bearing small fruits [Iglesias et al., 2008].

Despite their different fruit-size responses to increasing crop loads, both varieties produced a higher proportion of middle-sized fruits under conditions of higher fruit thinning intensity. However, this effect resulted from the reduction in the number of small fruits caused by fruit thinning rather than from a direct stimulus to fruit growth of the remaining fruits. These results are similar to those previously observed in medium to high-chilling cultivars [Embree et al., 2007; Link, 2000; Treder, 2008, 2010; Volz, 1988] and provide further support to the hypothesis that the total fruit yield of apple trees is affected more by the number of fruits than by mean fruit weight [Forshey and Elving, 1989; Elving and Schechter, 1993].

Increased crop load leads to higher photoassimilates being partitioned in fruits than in vegetative organs, although the amount of nutrients and dry matter allocated to each individual fruit decreases [Marcelis, 1996]. This fact accounts for both the increase in the total fruit yield per tree and the decrease in the mean fruit size with increases in crop load. Thus, higher total fruit yield under increased crop load is due to an increase in fruit number and to the greater sink capacity of fruits compared to roots, trunk, and vegetative shoots [Ho, 1992; Inglese et al., 2002].

The higher sink capacity of fruits also explains why increasing crop load had a negative effect on the shoot growth of ‘Caricia’ trees in our study. Previous studies on apples have also found a decrease in vegetative growth as crop load increases, an effect which extended even into subsequent growing seasons [Byers, 2003; Embree et al., 2007; Wright et al., 2006]. However, in our work, ‘Caricia’ shoots were never shorter than those of ‘Eva’, even under the highest crop load treatments [Figure 1]. Consequently, none of the crop load treatments between 2 to 7 fruits cm⁻² of TCSA compromised shoot growth of either cultivar.

The behavior of the vegetative growth of ‘Eva’ in relation to crop load increments could be related to its higher vigor and productivity than ‘Caricia’ [Hauagge and Cummins, 2001]. The vegetative behavior of apple trees in our work might be a consequence of the early harvesting time in late summer (beginning of January in the Southern Hemisphere) and the warm autumn temperature conditions, resulting in a very long growing season which extends up to 100 days after harvest.

The percentage of red-over color of the fruit skin was relatively low in both cultivars (≈ 60-70 %), regardless of crop load treatment. This might be explained by the fact that both cultivars are hybrids of ‘Gala’, which is characterized by poor red color development [Iglesias and Echevería, 2009; Iglesias et al., 2008]. Moreover, the occurrence of high temperatures during fruit ripening in our study could have affected the development of adequate red coloration [Jackson, 2001]. However we found significant differences in RSC % response to increasing crop load between cultivars.

The RSC % of ‘Eva’ fruits decreases continuously between crop load extremes, but the RSC % of ‘Caricia’ fruits decreases with increasing crop loads levels above 7 fruits cm⁻² of TCSA. This decline in the proportion of red skin coloration found in our study agrees with previous results for other cultivars such as ‘Honeycrisp’ [Embree et al., 2007; Wright et al., 2006], ‘Estar’, ‘Jonagold’ and ‘Golden Delicious’ (Link, 2000).

This effect has been attributed to the decrease in the amount of photoassimilates available to individual fruits with the increase of competition between developing fruits at high values of crop load. Nevertheless, to obtain high crop load levels in our study, more inflorescences with two, three or even four fruits were left in a given tree. Thus, in these inflorescences the fruits could have provided shade to each other resulting in a lower RSC %. On the other hand, the great shoot length 30 days before harvest between 2 to 4 fruits cm⁻² of TCSA, and its subsequent decline above 4 fruits cm⁻² of TCSA in ‘Caricia’, could explain the increase of RSC % between 2 to 6 fruits cm⁻² of TCSA.

Anthocyanin levels increase with light exposure, and there is as direct relationship between RSC % and anthocyanin levels in low and medium coloring ‘Gala’ apple strains [Iglesias and Echevería, 2009; Iglesias et al., 2008]. Hence, the shading produced by increased shoot length in our study could have contributed to reducing RSC % of fruit from trees with 2 to 5 fruits cm⁻² of TCSA.

The highest RSC % presented by ‘Caricia’ fruits between 6 and 7 fruits cm⁻² of TCSA suggests that the generation of photoassimilates was sufficient to produce a good red covering of the fruit skin between these levels of crop load. In the Argentinean fresh market, one of the most important factors that determine the quality of the fruit is the RSC %. For red apple cultivars, such as ‘Caricia’, higher prices are obtained by the fruits that surpass 70 % in RSC [SENASA, 1983]. Thus, a crop load less than 5 fruits cm⁻² TCSA and higher than 7 fruits cm⁻² TCSA could compromise the marketing of ‘Caricia’ fruits in terms of RSC %. On the contrary, for bi-colored apple cultivars, such as ‘Eva’, higher prices are obtained for fruits that exceed 40 % in RSC % [SENASA, 1983]. Thus, theoretically, ‘Eva’ fruits should be easily marketed in terms of RSC % irrespective of crop load.
Increasing crop load can promote biennial bearing in some apple cultivars. The varieties ‘Honeycrisp’ (Embree et al., 2007) or ‘Elstar’ (Meland, 2009) had a strong yield decrease after a year with a crop load about 8-9 fruits cm⁻² of TCSA. However, not all apple cultivars show biennial bearing [Dennis Jr., 2003]; ‘Gala’ being one of the cultivars with less tendency forward alternate fruit production [Volz, 1988]. In fruit tree crops, alternate production is related to the synthesis of flower-induction inhibitors, mainly located in the seeds of the developing fruits [Stover, 2000]. According to our results, neither ‘Eva’ nor ‘Caricia’ showed biennial bearing, at least when crop load was below 7 fruits cm⁻² of TCSA. In addition, we did not observe a decrease in the flowering intensity even under higher crop load treatments (> 7 fruits cm⁻² of TCSA), although in these cases, flower intensity was not carefully quantified.

An optimal crop load is one which maximizes fruit yield and at the same time avoids detrimental effects on fruit quality, the following year’s yield, or tree vigor [Link, 2000]. The optimal crop load for both cultivars has an upper limit of 7 fruits cm⁻² of TCSA. For ‘Eva’ a crop load above 7 fruits cm⁻² of TCSA produced fruits with non-commercial diameter (< 61 mm), low average weight and a large number of unmarketable fruits. However, a crop load between 3 to 7 fruits cm⁻² of TCSA produced a high yield, with fruits of good fresh commercial quality and the lowest proportion of non-commercial fruits. For ‘Caricia’ a crop load exceeding 7 fruits cm⁻² of TCSA resulted in maximum mean fruit size, but at the expense of high yield losses.

Factors other than crop load may influence the fruit size, fruit color or yield of small- and middle-sized fruits [Link, 2000; Treder, 2008; Volz, 1988; Wright et al., 2006]. The factors that can contribute to these variables include the following: pruning intensity, initial fruit set, previous crop load of the trees, mineral nutrition, time of fruit thinning, flower bud quality, and age of the trees. In mild winter areas, the chilling availability of a given season should be included. The factors may influence the degree of correlation (r² values) between crop load and the dependent variables. However, the pattern and the sense of these relationships did not change significantly between years, which are consistent with our results.

Conclusions

The optimal crop load for the low-chill apple cultivars ‘Eva’ and ‘Caricia’, grown in a mild winter area, and aged between 4 and 5 years, has an upper limit of 7 fruits cm⁻² of TCSA. In the range of 5 to 7 fruits cm⁻² of TCSA for ‘Caricia’ and 3 to 7 fruits cm⁻² of TCSA for ‘Eva’, the trees produced acceptable yields of good-quality fruit, without compromising either vegetative growth or the following year’s production.
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